Abstract: As a second-generation fiber optic gyro (FOG), the resonator fiber optic gyro (RFOG) has great potential in miniaturization and high-precision application. At present, white noises in the system have become important factors restricting the performance improvement of RFOG. For the first time, the shot noise, thermal noise, and relative intensity noise in the RFOG are analyzed and modeled, which are used to establish the angular random walk (ARW) model of RFOG. Based on the ARW model, an improvement method of ARW is proposed by adjusting the modulation frequency. In order to make this method effective, we use the particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the multi-parameter involved in ARW. Then, the experiment of optimizing modulation frequency is executed, which verifies that this method can effectively improve ARW and reduce the influence of white noises in RFOG.
Introduction
Gyro is an inertial device for measuring rotation velocity. Mechanical gyro, laser gyro, fiber optic gyro, and micro-optical gyro are widely applied in different fields [1] - [6] . Since its inception, fiber optic gyro (FOG) has been widely used in military and civilian fields due to its advantages of wide coverage, simple signal process and large dynamic range [4] , [7] - [9] .
Resonator fiber optic gyro (RFOG) is the second-generation FOG after interferometric fiber optic gyro (IFOG). RFOG greatly reduces the fiber length of resonator by utilizing multi-beam interference, which is useful for miniaturization and accuracy improvement of gyro [10] - [12] . At present, non-reciprocity errors and white noises in RFOG are two main factors limiting the performance improvement. There are many researches on non-reciprocity errors of RFOG and many achievements have been made [13] - [17] . However, currently there are few researches on white noise in RFOG. The optical components in FOG causes larger white noises [4] , [18] , [19] . The angular random walk (ARW) is the error coefficient of gyro accumulated by white noises, which is also an important factor for evaluating gyro performance like zero-bias stability and scale factor. Thus, it is important to improve ARW. At present, the methods for improving the ARW of FOG are mostly applied in IFOG [20] . The errors caused by white noises are closely related to the signal detection and processing method. Therefore methods applied in IFOG to improve ARW are not applicable to RFOG. The white noises in RFOG mainly include the shot noise, thermal noise of the photodetector, relative intensity noise of the light source, and second-order backscattering. Although the ARW model that combines all of the above noises is currently not established, researchers have done some researches on one or several of these noises. Hu et al. analyzed the ARW model affected by Rayleigh backscattering, and the influence of resonator parameters on ARW [21] . RFOG and resonant micro-optical gyro (RMOG) have similarity in white noise analysis. Guillén-Torres et al. analyzed the amplitude noise of resonant micro-optical gyro, and established gyro standard deviation model for different noise components [22] .
In this paper, the shot noise, thermal noise and relative intensity noise existing in the RFOG system are combined with signal processing to establish ARW model. Optimization method of modulation frequency is proposed for improving ARW. For the main system parameters involved in the ARW model, we first analyze their impacts on ARW respectively in different modulation frequencies. This step can only determine the approximate optimization range of each parameter, and cannot optimize the multi-parameter at the same time. Therefore, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is introduced into the experiment for multi-parameter optimization. After other system parameters are optimized, the modulation frequency is changed to perform three sets of experiments. Through theoretical and experimental verification, reasonable setting of the modulation frequency can effectively improve the ARW, thereby improving the gyro performance.
Modeling
The error induced by white noise is related to the output intensity of resonator and the demodulation signal sensitivity. Therefore, in this part, we first establish the transfer model of the resonator, then establish the demodulation sensitivity model, and finally combine the two to derive the ARW model affected by white noises.
Resonator Transfer Model
According to Fig. 1 , the incident light E i n enters resonator from the input port, and part of the energy recorded as E bar passes through the red straight arm directly to output port. Another part of energy enters the resonator through brown coupling arm and transmits therein cyclically. When this part of light transmits to coupler each time, part of it will output through coupling arm, and the remaining energy continues to transmit in resonator. In this way, those light waves reaching the output port superimpose each other to form E cr oss . E bar passes through the straight arm only once without passing through the coupling arm. E cr oss is superimposed by the light waves passing through the coupling arm, no matter how many times they pass through the coupling arm.
The light field of input port can be expressed as: Where, E 0 is the amplitude of light field, ω is the angular frequency of light wave, and φ(t) is the randomly varying phase. According to the transmission principle, the output light field from the straight arm can be expressed as:
Where, k c and α c are coupling coefficient and loss coefficient of coupler. Light waves that pass through the coupling arm are superimposed on the output port, which can be expressed as:
α L is the fiber loss of resonator including the splicing loss. n is the times of the light wave passing through resonator. τ is the transit time of light traveling one circle in resonator. At the output port, destructive interference occurs between E bar and E cr oss . To further simplify, the normalized output of resonator is:
Where, F represents the frequency difference between the laser and resonant frequency of resonator, ρ = 1 −
represents the loss coefficient when the light passes through the straight arm once.
represents the loss coefficient that light couples into resonator traveling one circle and then couples to output port.
represents the loss coefficient of light transmitting in resonator for one cycle. Considering the effect of laser linewidth, R and Q can be rewritten:
δf is laser linewidth. The Fig. 2 shows the normalized output of resonator according to Eq. (4). In the figure, F SR (free spectral range) represents the frequency spacing between two adjacent resonant valleys, which can be further defined as:
Where, c is the speed of light, n eff is effective refractive index of fiber. Actually, F SR is related to fiber length, which is an important parameter in A RW model and will be derived.
Since the parameters involved in the experiment are optimized, the specific parameters after optimization will be shown in the experimental part. 
Demodulation Sensitivity Model
Triangular wave modulation has been widely used in signal processing of RFOG due to its stability and simplicity. The signal detection mechanism of triangular wave modulation is introduced below. For the L i N bO 3 phase modulator, although it can't directly shift the optical frequency like the acousto-optic modulator, we can achieve the equivalent frequency shift of the light wave by applying a linear modulation signal. The optical field modulated by the L i N bO 3 phase modulator can be expressed as:
In Eq. (6), f is a small scanning frequency that is linear with time, f and V p are modulation frequency and amplitude of triangular wave respectively, V π is half-wave voltage of phase modulator. In the experiment, the V π of both phase modulators is 4 V.
is the modulation phase of triangular wave, and its derivative
is the equivalent frequency shift of triangular wave, which is a square wave. According to Eq. (4), the normalized output modulated by triangular wave is:
The triangular wave demodulation output can be expressed as: Fig. 3 and 4 show the normalized output of triangular modulation and demodulation. From the magnified view of Fig. 3 , it can be found that the resonance phenomenon modulated by the triangular wave is indeed square waves. The effect of different modulation frequencies on the resonance phenomenon is shown in Fig. 3 . As the modulation frequency increases, the resonant phenomenon becomes thicker and thicker. Demodulation curves at different modulation frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 . The middle region of demodulation curve as shown in figure is almost linear, which is the working area of RFOG. The slope of the working area in the demodulation curve represents the demodulation sensitivity, which is closely related to the error. From the figure, different modulation frequency produces different demodulation sensitivity. Due to the approximate linearity, we replace the slope of demodulation working area with the slope at demodulation zero point:
The sensitivity model of demodulation voltage is derived from the Eq. (9):
Where, R is the photodetector cross-resistance, R p d is the conversion coefficient of photodetector, I 0 is light intensity from the laser.
ARW Model
In this study, three white noises are taken into account to build ARW model including shot noise, thermal noise and relativity intensity noise. The noises induced by Rayleigh backscattering and other noise source are ignored because their orders of magnitude are relatively small [23] , [24] . The generation mechanisms of the three main white noises in RFOG are different, which means that each noise is an independent random noise. Therefore, the system error is the error sum of each noise. The following is the establishment of error models.
r Shot noise model Shot noise is a kind of random noise that is generated in the process of converting photons into electrons. For photodetectors, the current standard deviation generated by shot noise can be expressed as:
Where, e is the electronic power, B is the detection bandwidth. In RFOG, the larger optical power received by the photodetector, the larger shot noise. Therefore, when the maximum light intensity of the resonator reaches the photodetector, the current standard deviation of the shot noise is the largest. H max is maximum of Eq. (7). Therefore, Eq. (11) represents the largest error. Corresponding variance of demodulation voltage error is: r Thermal noise model
The thermal noise is derived from the Johnson thermal noise of the feedback resistor of the detector's transimpedance amplifier. [25] . Current standard deviation caused by it can be expressed as:
Where, T is the temperature. Corresponding variance of demodulation voltage error is:
r Relative intensity noise model
The relative intensity noise (RIN) is the random beat frequency between the uncorrelated frequency components of the light source, causing the power fluctuation [26] . According to [27] , the relative intensity noise of laser is defined as:
According to the test results of the experimental fiber laser, RI N = 120 dB. Current standard deviation can be expressed as:
Corresponding variance of demodulation voltage error is:
Fig . 5 shows the principle of demodulation error generated by white noise. Each noise corresponds to a demodulation voltage error. Therefore, the demodulation frequency error can be calculated by the voltage error expressed by a green line and demodulation voltage sensitivity. Each of three noises is independent. They are superimposed at the demodulation zero, which is the essential cause of the noise-induced demodulation error. Therefore, the demodulation frequency errors corresponding to the above three noises can be expressed respectively. Demodulation frequency error induced by shot noise:
Demodulation frequency error induced by thermal noise:
Demodulation frequency error induced by RIN:
The noise performance of the gyro depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system, and the theoretical SNR in RFOG system is expressed as [20] :
Considering the relationship between ARW and SNR, the ARW model is built:
Where,
is the reciprocal of scale factor, n ef f is effective refractive index of fiber, λ is central wavelength of laser, D is diameter of resonator.
Submitting Eq. (10) to Eq. (21) into Eq. (22):
Eq. (23) is the final established ARW model, and the main system parameters are all included in this formula. Based on this formula, multi-parameter optimization and modulation frequency optimization are performed.
Optimization
The relative variation of ARW, rather than the absolute variation, is applied in simulation and experiment to highlight the trend of ARW, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of modulation frequency optimization. The influences of main system parameters on ARW at different modulation frequencies are simulated first. The approximate range of each parameter is determined based on simulation results and actual factors. Then the range of each parameter is used as the optimization range of the PSO algorithm. After the algorithm operation, the set of optimal parameters for minimizing ARW is found. Finally, we apply this set of parameters in experiment system and obtain the experimental results that are basically consistent with simulation. Fig. 6 shows the relative increase of ARW and SNR with modulation frequency. By observing the curve, it is found that the reasonable selection of modulation frequency effectively increase SNR and improve ARW. So the feasibility of this method can be further analyzed. Five important system parameters, namely, coupling coefficient, coupler loss, fiber length, fiber loss, and laser linewidth are analyzed with different modulation frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6 . The purpose of this process is to lay the foundation for final parameter optimization. Fig. 7 simulates the relative increase of ARW of different parameters with modulation frequency. According to Fig. 7(a) , as the coupling coefficient increases, the ARW has a tendency to decrease first and then increase. And there will be a corresponding modulation frequency for different coupling coefficient, making the ARW minimum. Fig. 7(b) shows the influence of coupler loss on ARW. It can be found from the simulation that increased coupler loss causes ARW to increase at the same time. However for each fixed loss value, there is a corresponding optimal modulation frequency to minimize ARW. And the larger loss, the higher optimal modulation frequency. According to Fig. 7(c) , the increase of the fiber length makes the ARW have a decreasing trend. But our previous research [28] has shown that the increase of fiber length would cause the resonator to generate overshoot, and increase the difficulty of signal processing. So the fiber length cannot be added wirelessly. Through simulation, it can also be seen that for each fixed fiber length, there will also be a modulation frequency minimizing the ARW. Fig. 7(d) shows that resonator fiber loop loss and coupler loss have similar effects on ARW, so the analysis process is similar to Fig. 7(b) . Fig. 7(e) shows that the decrease of laser linewidth is beneficial to improve the ARW. For a fixed linewidth, an optimal modulation frequency can also be found to minimize the ARW. Therefore, it is meaningful to choose modulation frequency reasonably for lasers with different linewidths in system.
Parameters Analysis

Particle Swarm Optimization
The above analysis is only a trend of certain parameter. However, since the parameters can affect each other, comprehensive optimization of multiple parameters is required when selecting specific values. The PSO algorithm has the advantages of multi-parameter optimization, fast calculation speed and high accuracy. Therefore, this algorithm is used to optimize the multi-parameters, so as to select a set of system parameters that make the ARW lowest.
PSO algorithm is used to optimize the above-mentioned five important system parameters and modulation frequency at the same time. First, the allowable application range of each parameter is set according to above simulation results. Then the algorithm finds the lowest ARW and gives the corresponding set of optimal parameters. Fig. 8 is a flow chart of the PSO algorithm. At the beginning of the algorithm, a group of random particles is initialized. Since there are six parameters, all particles are in a six-dimensional space. Each particle represents a position in a six-dimensional space. Initialization includes velocity, position, fitness of particle. Then they update their speed V and position X according to the following two formulas:
− c 2 × r and
where ω is the inertia factor. c 1 , c 2 are the learning factors. pB est is the individual extremum, which is the optimal solution found by each particle. gB est is the global extremum indicating the optimal solution found by the entire particle swarm. r and represents a random number, the initial range of each parameter can be determined by this value. After the information is updated, the particles iteratively find the optimal solution. In each iteration, the particle updates itself by tracking pB est and gB est. If the ARW value of the current position is smaller than that of the pB est position, the current position is taken as pB est. If the ARW value of the pB est position is smaller than that of the gB est position, the pB est position is taken as gB est. When the ARW at gB est is within the set accuracy range, then the ARW and gB est are output, and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, the program jumps to the front to start the iteration again. Table 1 shows the choosing range and optimal result using PSO. It is found from Table I that the coupler loss, fiber loss, laser linewidth are positively correlated with ARW. Fiber length is negatively correlated with ARW. The optimal coupling coefficient is found to minimize ARW. The above results are in good agreement with the simulation results in Fig. 7 , further verifying the correctness of the PSO algorithm.
Experimental Work
Experimental Setup
The signal detection process is closely related to the error induced by white noise. Therefore the signal flow of RFOG will be introduced first. The Fig. 9 shows the schematic diagram of RFOG system based on the L i N bO 3 phase modulator, which can be divided into optical path and circuit section. The optical path mainly includes a continuous-wave laser, which is a fiber laser manufactured by NKT Photonics Inc. with a linewidth of less than 1 kHz. The output power in the experiment is about 5 mw. The optical path also includes a 50:50 split ratio coupler, two L i N bO 3 straight waveguide phase modulators, two fiber circulators and a reflective fiber resonator. It should be noted that in order to suppress the polarization fluctuation noise, all the optic fiber devices in Fig. 9 are polarization-maintaining, working at 1550 nm. The circuit section, powered by ±5 V DC regulated power supply, mainly completes the functions of modulation signal generation, Fig. 9 . Diagram of the experimental RFOG system. phase-locked amplification and demodulation, gyro signal output and proportional integral (PI) control digital feedback. The photodetector acts as a bridge between optical path and circuit part to complete the photoelectric signal conversion.
In the Fig. 9 , green lines represent light signal and black lines represent electricity signal. The red arrows direct the clockwise (CW) signal flow direction of resonator, while the blue arrows direct the counterclockwise (CCW) direction. The light from narrow linewidth laser passes through a 3 dB coupler and is split into two beams. Each beam is modulated by L i N bO 3 phase modulator. The triangular wave is generated by Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The modulated signal enters the resonator for transmission, and multiple beam interference occurs at the output port of 2 × 2 coupler. This part has been described in detail when modeling the resonator. The output light of resonator reaches the photodetector via circulator, and then enters the signal processing circuit for filter and demodulation. Finally, the output frequency of laser is adjusted according to CCW demodulated signal to lock it at the CCW resonant frequency through the PI control loop. The CW signal is directly output as gyro output after demodulation. The gyro output data is observed by an oscilloscope and stored in a digital form in a computer. The experiment was done at room temperature of 25 degrees Celsius.
Experimental Results
After optimizing the system parameters by the PSO algorithm, the set of optimization parameters listed in Table 1 is applied to the experimental system. In order to verify the significance of modulation frequency optimization, the modulation frequency is changed under the premise that other system parameters are unchanged. In the experiment, the CW and CCW modulation frequencies are set to have small differences to suppress backscattering noise. Three different sets of modulation frequencies are applied in the system, which are CW 19 kHz, CCW 21 kHz and CW 60 kHz, CCW 61 kHz and CW 99 kHz, CCW 101 kHZ respectively.
Three sets of experimental gyro output and fitted Allan deviation results are shown in the Fig. 10 . Data for each group of experiments is collected for 1200 seconds. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the gyro output amplitude is gradually smaller when the modulation frequency is from 21 kHz to101 kHz and then to 61 kHz. And the ARW has a significant improvement, the smallest Allan variance is reduced from 2 mV to 1 mV. This trend is consistent with the simulation results of Fig. 6 . However, in the experiment, the minimum ARW corresponds to a modulation frequency of 61 kHz, which is different from the simulation. After analysis, the reason why there is a difference between simulation and experiment can be obtained from two aspects. For fiber devices, the fiber loss and coupler loss are higher than the simulation values. On the other hand, other white noises ignored in model also weaken the improvement of ARW to some extent. For the numerical analysis, standard deviation of gyro output voltage reduced by 1.4 dB from 2.5 mV to 1.8 mV when the modulation frequency is 61 kHz compared with the 21 kHz. At the same time, ARW is improved by nearly 2 dB from 1.7 mV/ √ h to 1.1 mV/ √ h. According to Eq. 10, the demodulation voltage sensitivity improved from 1.1 mV/kHz to 1.6 mV/kHz. The experimental results show that the method of optimizing modulation frequency can improve ARW and realize white noise suppression effectively.
Conclusion
In this paper, the ARW of RFOG is analyzed and modeled based on the signal processing principle.The optimization method of modulation frequency for reducing ARW is proposed. Then the influences of important system parameters on ARW are analyzed respectively. Parameter selection is performed using PSO algorithm to minimize ARW. Finally, it is verified by experiments that appropriate selection of modulation frequency can improve ARW and reduce the influence of white noise on RFOG effectively.
